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THE MHOD OF CHARACTTRISTIC FOR IRROTATIONAL FLOW 

OF A SEMI-PERFECT GAS 

INTRODUCT ION 

The nethod of characteristics is a powerfu] 

mathematical tooa for Eo1vin: problems involvinp the 

flow of eases at supersonic speeds. Up to the preeent 

time, it appears from the available literature that 

this method has not been developed for the case of 

internal flows tnvoving, a serii-perfect 

For flow problems invo)vin low supersonic speeds, 

(e.g. M= 2) and small chances of Mach nunher, the 

assumption of a perfect as is entirely reasonabJe, 

When a given problem involves hiEher Mach numbers 

(e.g. Ì4:5) and greater Mach number variqtions, 

however, the large vqriation of temperature that 

becomes possible makes the perfect-gas assuaption lees 

valid, and justifies use of the more accurate semi- 

perfect as representation of fluid properties. High 

Mach number wind tunnels and rocket-engine nozzles 

are two exanples of internal gas flow design probleuis 

involving large Mach number variations. 
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Since the end result of the 'nethocl of characterst1cs 

as applied to these p.rt1cuar internal-flow problems is 

to determine nozz]e wifl shapes, we may evaluate tbe 

error inherent in the assumption of a perfect gas by 

designinß a aamnp3e ìozz1e twice, once with the gas 

considered to be perfect and the second time with the 

gas considered to be semi-perfect. The change in the 

wafl contour of the designed nozzle wifl then be a 

graphica measure of the error caused by the simpflfying 

assumption of a perfect gas. 

The primary purpose of this study is to determine 

whether there is a sivnificant change in designed 

nozzle wall shape when a seìai-perfect gas rather than a 

perfect gas is used as the sample flow medium. If' 

there is a sign1ficint change, the extrq co:ipication 

incurred by considerin the gas to be semi-perfect will 

have been shown to be uetifiable. 
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T}1EODYNAi4IC RELATIONS 

There is only a minor thermodynamic difference 

between perfect and semi-perfect eases. Both types of 

gas have, as the first part of their definition, the 

thermal equation of state given by 

pv RT or pRT . (1) 

For a perfect gas, the second and f ina defining 

relation is 

constant, (2a) 

whie a semi-perfect gas has, as the second of it's 

defining equations 

c., f (T). (2b) 

From the First Law of Thermodynamics 

SQ.'.dupdv, (3) 

and the Second Law of Thermodynamics 

da=(-) , (4) 
rev. 

it may be shown (4, p. 190-192) that for both perfect 

and semi-perfect gases (gases having . I as a state 

equation) 
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(U\ 
(5) 

in any reversible process. 

For any gas the specific heats at constant pressure 

and at constant volume are defined by the relations 

(6) and (7) 

We may write a general expreBsion for internal 

energy as follows: 

dv Lv/ T 
dT . (8) 

Substituting Eqs. 7 and 5 into Eq. 8, we have 

duO.dv+cdT=cdT. (C)) 

Equation 9 shows that for both perfect and se ni-perfect 

gases the internal energy is a function solely of 

temperature. For a perfect gas (c,= conet.) it is a 

linear function, and for a semi-perfect gas (o=f (T)) 
lt ta some nonlinear, presently undefined function. 

From the definition of enthalpy 

h=upvu#RT, (10) 

and the fact that the internal energy has been shown to 

be a function only of temperature, we conclude thqt the 

enthalpy is also a function so1ey of temperature for 

either a perfect or a semi-perfect gas, so that 
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for either gas. An expression similar to Er. 8 may be 

written for the differential entha]ryS 

dT (12) 
P T p 

Bubetituting Eqs. 11 and 6 into Eq. 12, we have 

dh Odp dT =c dT . (13) 

As in the case of internRl energy, the enthalpy is also 

a linear function of tetnperature for s perfect sas, and 

a nonlinear function of temperature for a semi-perfect 

gaB. 

The following useful relation between cr,, c,, and 

5 

R for both perfect and semi-perfect gases may be derived 

by substituting Eqs. 9 and 13 into the differential form 

of Eq. 10; 

o= C.1. R (14) 

Equation 14 shows that as c., varies for a semi-perfect 

gas, 
c 

varies in an identical manner, for the difference 

between c and R, is a constant. 

The First and Second Laws of Thermodynamics 

(Eqs. 3 and 4) combined with the specification of a 

reversible process, give the following re1tion: 



da --- du+-'- dv 
T T 

(15) 

When Eqs. 9, 1, and 14 are substituted into Eq. 15, we 

have 

ds 
p,', 

(:16) 

Equation 16 te valid for both perfect nd semi-perfect 

gases, but the familiar integrated form of Eq. 6 for 

an isentropic process 

oonstant (17) 

is valid only for a perfect aa. 

For any gas, the ratto of specific heats, k, is 

defined as 

C 

k- (18) 

and for isentropic flow of either a perfect or a semi- 

perfect gas, the sonic-speed relation is given by 

c2= kRT ( 19) 

For a sein-perfect gas, then, c, c, arid k al 
vary with temperature. The dlfferential forms of various 

teentropic state relations remain the saine as for a 

perfect gas, but these differential relations are not 

easily integrated, as they are for a perfect sas. 



THE EUÂTIONJ OF MOTION 

The derivation of the equations of r'otion for 

irrotational, steady, isentropic, two-dimenstonal and 

axisyminetric flow of a perfect pas is wefl-described in 

many aerodynamics texts, (7, vol. 1, p. 265-297) and 

only the results will be stated here. For the two- 

dimensional case, the equation of motion is piven by 

(e2 -ø2 ø -2ØØ Ø (e2 -Ø2) 0 (20) 

and for the axisymmetric case is given by 

(c2- Ø2) ø -2ØØ Ø (c2- Ø2) Ø.+c2Ø/y = o 

(21) 

hen fo]lowtng through the derivation of' these 

equations, it may be seen that they also apply to the 

flow of a semi-perfect gas. Specificlly, at one point 

in the derivation of both Eqs. 20 and 21, use is made 

of the relation that 

dp 
(22) 
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for an isentropic process. Substituting Eqs. 18, 1, and 

19 into q. 16 of the last Bection we may derive Eq. 22 

for an isentropic process, and since Eqs. lP, 16, 1, and 

19 have all been shown to apply to the flow of both 

perfect and semi-perfect pees, we conclude th8t 
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Eqs. 20 and 21 are valid for the flow of either gas. 

In the derivation f Eqs. 20 and 21, no other rference 

is made to the thermodynamic propertie of the fluid. 

In order to solve either Eq. 20 or 21, we must 

have an auxiliary relation between the sonic speed, C, 

at any point in the flow and the velocity, V, at that same 

point. This necessary relation cornes from the energy 

equation, 

h1 Q V2+ gz2 + h2 + . (24) 
2 2 

For adiabìtic nozzl flow of perfect (rionvtscoue) fluid, 

the work and heat-transfer terms in Eq. 24 are zero, and 

the potential energy terms are ne?1iib1e compared with 

the kinetic energy and enthalpy terms. Thus Eq 24 is 

sirn:1iuied to the form 

V2 h0---h ( 25) 

Substituting Eqs. 18, 14, nd the inteErated for'n 

of Eq. 13 for a perfect gas into Eq. 19, we may derive 

the perfect-Eas relation between enthalpy and sonic 

speed, 

c2 (k -I) h . (26) 

For a semi-perfect gas, Eq. 19 and the fnct that 

k is a function of temperot.ure 1eid dirctly to the 
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relat ton 

(T) (27.1) 

Combintn . 27.1 ith i. 13 we t down the final 

form of the semi-perfect ges relation between erithalpy 
and sonic eçeed: 

f2 (h) (27.2) 

Until a specific gris is selected, the function f2 is 

undefined. 

To summarize: Two-dimeriston1 qnd xiy»rnetric 
flows of both perfect and semi-perfect gases !re 
described b\' the enuationa of motion, Eqs. 20 and 21. 

For either trpe of flow, the difference between a 
perfect mnd a semi-perfect gas appers ony in the 

energy equation used to reinte the sonic speed to the 

velocity t any point in the flow. 
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THE METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS 

In many fluid dynamics problems, the differential 

equations of' motion which arise canrot be 

sovd by araJ'rtic nethode, We re led, therefore, 

to the consideration of numerical !nethods for finding 

solutions to these various prob'1eie, 

For several supersonic flow problems (pin and 

axiaymrnetric, steady, irrotationril flow ere two exemples) 

the defining differential equations of motion are of 

hyperbolic type, and these equation3 may be soved 

numerically by the method of chrtracterietic. Strictly 
speaking, the method of characteristics is appltcabe 
only to regione of continuous supersonic flow, but 

superEonic flow patterns in which shock waves occur 

can be solved by the combined ue of the shock relations 
and the method of characteristics. 

A glance at s, 20 and 21 shows th:t the equations 

of motion for t'øo-dtmensional and axis vnmetric flow are 

identic'il except for the term c2Ø,/y which appears in 

the axisyrnmetric flow equation. These two equations 

are now written as one in the form 

(2 -Ø2 ø - Ø 
(2 -ø2) ø, 2 Ø = o 

y 

(28) 
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where the fctor ascuee the value of either zero or one, 

depending upon whether we are considering plane or 

axisymmetric flow. 

Equation 28 lB S noninear partial differential 

equation of second order with two independent v-riablea. 

Equations of this type are often called quasi-. (seemingly) 

)inear, because they .re linear in the derivatives of 

h1hest order. In Eq. 2, for example, the tLree 

quantities ø' Ø' and appear only to the first 

poer. We may abbreviate Eq. 26 by writtn it in the 

fo rrn 

A .. 2B C D , (29) 

where 

Ac2- Ø2C2 u2 , (29.1) 

B = -ØØ 
= - 

uy , (29.2) 

r - : C C2 Ø2 2 
C -V 2 , (2.3) 

and D - (29,4) 
y y 

In gener, the terms A, 13, C, and D are functions of 

the four quantities x, y, 
Ø, 

and 

Since we are considering only those reiona of flow 

where the fluid properties (including veThcity) are 

continuous, we may write 
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dØ 
(0) 

dx dy ø dx+Ø dy , (30.1) xy X 

dØ 
C0y) ___ dx dy dx dy . (30.2) 

y 

Equations 29, 3.1, and 30.2 are three thdependent 

equations for the three qw.ntitisa Ø , 0 , and 0 xx xy yy. 
ach solution to the differenti' ec:uation 29 ay 

be thotht of as a surface in x, y, Ø space, cnfled an 

inter&1 surface, and defined by a function 0= 0 (x, y) 

which etisfte . 2,. We now consider various curves 

dr.wn upon this integral Lurface, nd are especially 
interested in those eucve; along which the three partial 
derivatives ø' ø' and may be discontinuous. 
For those curves on the interl surtce on hich the 

aforementioned three partial derivatives are discontinuous 
are defined as the characteristic curves. 

With this definition in nind, we rewrite Fs. 29, 

30.1, and 30.2 s foows: 

A øxx + 2Bø 4- C 

dx ø,, + dy 
= 

d 
Ø (31) 

0 'dØ dxøxy y 

Solvinz Eqs. 3) firßt for the quantity 0,,' we have 
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A D CI 

dx dØ XI 
dØ7 dy 

s (32) 2BC 
dx dy 

O dx dy 

Expanding by minora the numerator and denominator 

of Eq. 32, we have 

A (dØ dy) - D (dx dy) + C (dxdØ) 

A dy2 - 28 dx dy+ Cdx2 
' 

e have already defined a charactertatic curve aa a line 

upon the integral surface Ø Ø(x,y) along which the 

derivative Ø may be diacontinuoua. Now is 

uniquely determined by Eq. 33 except in the case when 

both the numerator and denominator of Eq. 33 are equal 

to zero. Thus we specify that Ør= O/O (an indeterminate 

form); for when Ø, is indeterminate, it may be 

d i8COfltiflUOUB. 

3ett1ng the numerator and denominator of Fi'. 33 

each equal to zero, then, we have two equations which 

must be satisfied alonE the characteristic curves, 

namely, 

A dØ, dy - D dx dy + C dx dØ = 0, (34.1) 

and A dy2 - 2B dx dy i C dx2= O . (34.2) 
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kuationa 34.1 and 34.2 have been found 'without 

regrd for the indeterminacy of the quantities Ø, 

and Since a characteristic line was defined as a 

curve along which 0' 0yr' and are indeterminate, 

we continuo by solving for the quantities Ø, and 

and setting the resultint expressions for these two 

quantities each equal to O/O. Solving for Ø, then, 

from Eq. 3], we have 

2B Cl 

døx dy O 

dØ dx 
y =0/O. 

0XX 
IA 2B C1 

dx dy O 

O dx oyl 

Obviously, the denoilAir1ator of Eq. 35 wil] le9d to 

Eq. 34.2, for it is identio:l to the denoiirnitor f 
Eq. 32. Expuidin the numerator of Eq. 3 by minors and 

setting it equal to zero, we have 

D dy2-2B (dØ dg) #0 (dÇ dx-dy dØ7)O. (35.1) 

FU:tiOfl 35.1 contains Lhe 3, artd D 

while Eq. 34.1 a written in terms of A, C, and D. 

We now eliminate B from Eq 35.]. by means of Eq. 34.2. 

Solving Eq. 34.2 for the quantity 28, we have 
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2A--+C-- . (36) 

Now F. 36 is substituted into F. 35.), to give 

D dy2 - (A dy + c dx)dØ dy + C(dØ dx - dy dØ)= O. dx dy x 

(37.1) 

Expanding . 37.1, and then multiplying through by 

-dx/dy, we have 

A ày dØ + Cdx dØ - D dx dyO. (37.2) 

Equation 37.2 is identica) to Eq. 34.1. 

Equations 31 are next solved for the quantity 

and the resulting expression set equal to o/o. s In 

the case of Eq. 35, the denominator of the determInant 

once more leads to Eq. 34.2. The numerator of the 

øyy 
determinant (after substitution of j. 36) agaIn 

appears in the form of Ts. 34.1 and 37.2. Thus we see 

that when any one of the quantities 0 , 0 , 
or 0 Is xx xy yy 

specIfied to be indeterminate, the same two characteristic 

equations result-- is. 34.1 and 34.2. 

Rewriting Eq. 34.2, and dividing through by dx2, 

we have 

2 
A (dy/dx) 

ch 
28 (dy/dx) + c=o. (36) ar char. 

Equation 38 Is solved by means of the famIliar quadratic 

formula to gIve 



(dY/dX)ohr B t AC 

A 

(30) 

substituting s. 29.1 through 2.3 into 30, and 

usinj also the relation that 

' 2 U+vJL72 (40) 

16 

w h've the differentii] eaution of the ch'rì.cter1atic 

curves in the physicr3l plane 

(dy/dx) -uv/c2\1M2- i (4:1) 
char. I - u2/c2 

It wilI later be Bhown that the two chi,racteristic 

directions iven by Eq. 41 r'e the slopes of the 

left- and right-running Mact' w.ve 't eicrì point in 

the physical (x, y) plane. A left-runnin; Mach wave 

I.e one, which to an observer 1oktr:r downstrean, 

appear. to proceed downstrern in î. enerfly leftward 

direction, as shown in Fip;ure I. below. 
/ 

,/ Left-running wave 

/,,/ 

(Family II) 

Direction 
- _________________ 

of Flow 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ RiEht-runnin wave 
\ (Family I) 

FiE. :i Lett- and Ri-ht-runnin Mach waves 

Left- and riht-runnin, Mach waves are conventionally 

known as waves of Family II rnd Family I respectiVely. 
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The two solutions for Eq. 41 are by the same convention 

known as (dy/dx)1 and (dy/dx)11. The plus atn on the 

radical in Eq. 41 corresponds to the right-running 

(Family I) waves, and vice versa. Alterntivey, we 

may discriminate between the two solutions to Eq. 41 

by calling one solution (dy/dx and the other (dy/dx)+. 

(dy/dx) is the form of Eq. 41 having the positive ain 

before the radical, and vice versa. 

We next find the differential equation of the 

characteristic curves in the u, V, or hodoraph 

(velocity) plane. Equation 34.1 is first recafled as 

A dØ dy + C dx D dx dy= 0, (34.1) 

or, A du dy C dx dv-D dx dy = O. (34.]) 

After dividing through by dx du, we have 

A --' - D c 
dv -O dx du du ( 42 I) 

Equatiön 42.1 Is solved for the quantity (dv/du) 
char. 

giving 

A 
(dV/dU)h - -o. (dY/dX)char .* (dY/dU)h 

( 42 2) 

8ubstItutin for (dy/dx) from Eq. 41, Eq. 42.2 char. 

becomes 

(dV/du)char -B 2_ 
Ac4.* (dY/dU)h. (42.3) 



Alternatively, we nay substitute into . 42.2 the v]ues 

of A, C, and D from Eqs. 2.1 29.3, and 29.4 and the 

expression ror (dY/dX)char om 41. Thesc steps 

give us the relation 

(dv/du) uy/e2 \JM- i £C2 dy 
i, II - _____ - (42.4) 

e2 -y2 y du 

Eqution 42.3 defines the slopes of the two iodoraph 

characteristics at the hodoraph image point of each 

physical oint. In tuis equation the negtive s1.n 

before thc radical [,ives (dv/du)1 and vice versa. 

Inspection of Fas. 39 and 42.3 shows that the 

differential eution 2 may be of three types, 
dependtn upon whethcr the quantity 32 AC is greater 

than, less than, or equal to zero. 

For equations of hyperboflc t'rpe the vslue of B2-AC 

is positive. Equations 39 and 42.3 each have two rert! 

roots, and two characteristic curves ss througji each 

point ifl both the physical sr'.d hodozraph planer. 

Wh:n 2_ AC is equs to zero, the differentia 

equation 29 is parabolic. This case is not of Eret 

practic1 eignificance. 

For equatl.onB of the cptic type, the vtlue of 

B2- AC is neEativ' . Eqs. 39 and 42.3 have rio real 

roots, and the characteristic curves re 1mniniry. 

It is evident from Eqs. 41 and 42.4 that the 

characteristic curves re real ony for superronl.c 
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flow, thnt is', only when u2+v2- c2, or V2 «C2. For 

the case nf steady flow, the differential ecuation of 

motion is hyperbolic for supersonic peed nd elliptic 

for subsonic speeds. It should not be concluded that 

the method o1 charLcteri3tics is applicable only to 

proble!ns of supersonic flow. It i applicahe to 

any h'perboiic srtial differential equation which is 

in the forn oi' Eq. 29. 

Equttons 41 and 42.4 both satiafy Eq. 2, the 

differenti'ul equation of motion. The equation of 

motion may thus be solved by simultaneous solution of 

Eqs. 41 and 42.4. Althou:h this simultaneous solution 

will not yield values of the velocity potentil 0 

j_t gives a result even nor useful in practical 

probleis, the velocity components u and y at each 

point in the physical plane. Our oriinai (and difficult) 

task of 8olViflT a nonlinear, second-order psrtial 

differential equation has been rep1ced by the nuch 

easier problen of si:nultaneously solvin two pairs of 

ordinary differential equtione of first order. 

The characteristic curves have previously been 

defined as curves along whoh there rny he discontinuities 

in the quantities 0)C and It follows that 

analyticully different flos rnìy be joined or "patche&' 

a1on-: the characteristic lines. For this reason the 
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characteristic curves are sometimes cal!ed patohin.g 

curves, In two dimensional, supersonic flow, for 

example, regions of uniform parallel flow can be joined 

to re6lons of non-uniform flow alone a Mach lithe. 

B.fore proçeoding to the actual use of the method 

of characteristics on a nozzle-design problem we will 

suamarize what has been so fr set down concerning the 

characteristic curves. In the case of steady motion, 

we have noted that the characteristic curves are 

imaginary for subsonic flow and real for supersonic 

flow. We have also seen that the characteristic curves 

satisfy our original differential equation of motion, 

Eq. 28, and thus may represent solutions to this equation. 

Finally, we have seen that along the characteristic 

curves there may be diacontinuittes in the derivatives 

of the fluid velocity. 

The sketches of Figure 2, below, define the stream 

angle, e, and the Mach angle,c. 

Pig. 2 Definitions of e and & 

Using the geometrical relations given in Fig. 2, 41 

giving the slopes of the physical characteristics may 
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be simplified to a forr which shows that the physical 

characteristics are 1deitical to Mach waves. Using 

the polar coortnates V and O (Fig. 2) for the hodograph 

plane, we have 

uVcosO, YZYBIflO. (43) 

8ubetitutin Eqi. 43 into i. 41, and using also the 

relations 

u2 + V2 V2 , M , M , and f2 i 
tan 

we find that 

-poe eth O 
. 

/ dy = -& tan (44) 
dxi, 

ii 
1- cos2 e 

After a considerable amount of rearrangement and 

substitution of trigonometric identities, , 44 is 

reduced to the form 

(dy/dx)1 11=tan (e) . (45) 

Since O is a measure of the stream direction, and the 

slopes (dy/dx)1, 
II 

are inclined to the O 

direction ( bein the Mach ange) we see that the 

physical characteristics are identical to the Mach waves. 
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DIGITAL COMPUTER \FPLICATION TO NOZZLE DESIGN 

In FiL. 3 e1ow is shown a sketch of the upper 

half of a two-dthenstonq supersonic nozzle, with two 

arbitrary points, numbered I and 2 1octed wthtn the 

nozzle. Assume that the vues of x and " are known at 

each of those points, and assume further thet the 

velocity componente u and y are aso known at each of 

these pointb. 

z. _______ _________ _________ 

Fie. 3 Two-dimensional Supersonic Nozzle-- 

Section of Upper Half 

Knowth, the values of u, V, x, and y at points I and 2, 

we :nay locate each point in both the physIc1 and 

hodoraph planes, and in Fia. 4, below, are shown sketches 

of these two plans with the points 1 and 2 located, 
.u- 

> > 
a) Hodorph P.ane b) iysIc.3 Plane 

Fie. 4 Hodoraph and Phye1cl flanee-I 
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Knowlnb the velocity at points I arid 2, i?ci. 2 may 

b. ueed to find the enthalpy t these two points nd the 

eontc Bpeeds cnrrespordtrig to thi two corputed enthalpiee 

mv then be found from Eri, 26 or 27,2 dpendtTi upon 
whether we are aesuminc the flow of a perfect or a semi- 

perfect gas. With tho velocity nnd sonic speed known at 

points I and 2, . 42.14 may he used to comr.ute the sopes 
of the two hodoRrarh characteristic curves pnstn through 

points 1 tnd 2 in Fig. 4a, These slepeo wiH either graph- 

Ically or numerics.fly locate point 3 in the hodograph plane. 

This inl.tiafly-computed location for point 3 in the 

hodoraph plane is only approximate. With u and y knowii 

(approximately) at point 3, we mey :Ø through the seine 

processe3 used in computing the hodofraph chrrscteristic 

slopes Rt pointe 3 and 2 ard compute the chq.rqcterietic 

slopes (approximatev) at point 3. These s'opee at 
point 3 may be combined with the computed slopes at 
point8 i and 2 to give avera:e eJopes between points I 

and 3 and points 2 and 3. The averse elopes may then 
be used to compute a new (and sore accurate) location 

for point 3 in the hodograph plane. 

This reiteration procese is repeated se rnsny tmee 
as needed to locate point 3 with the desired accurac7. 

In the di1tsI computer program usd, the newly computed 

values of the characteristic slopes t point 3 are 

compared with the chracterietic slope values computed 
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on the previous itert1on, and when the difference between 
the new and old values is arbttrart)y small, the 

iteration is stopped and the computer moves on to the 

computation of the location of point 3 in the phïaica 

piane. 

It ray be ceen fron Fn. 41 thnt the physical-plane 

characteristic slopes nre independent of the physical- 

plane variables, x and y, so that the computation 
needed to locate point 3 in the physica plane is not 

an iterative process. We need only use Fn. 41 to 

compute the phys1.cti-piane characteristic slopes at 
points 1, 2, and 3 and then average the values of the 

slopes bct'een points I and 3 and points 2 and 3, and 

use the averaEe slopes to locate point 3, 

For axis.jmmetric flow, on the other hand, (see 
Eq. 42.4) the hodoraph-plane characteristic slopes are 

dependent on the physical-plane varib1e, y,and the 

hodograph-plane and physical-plane computations are 

both itert.iv, so that the design of an axisymmetric 

nozzle involves nuch more computation1 work than does 

the design of a two-dimensional nozzle. For this 

reason, the two-dimensional f'ow equations have been 

solved in th present application. 

If e assume e symmetrical two-dimensional no7z)e, 

it follows that the flow patterns in the upper and lower 
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halves ar identical, and also that the centerline 
of sym'netrj is a treamfl.ne and may be replaced by a 

solid boundary. Thus the stepwise numerical solution of 
the characteristic equations need be carried out in only 

one of the halves. 

In Ftc. , below, the initial portion of the 

sample supersonic n07.7.le 18 shown again with the or1tnal 

1nitial-dta pointe i nnd 2 nd the computed point 3 

drawn in. Also, a point (4) te shown which is located 

alone the axis of aymmetr'. 

PIg. 5 Initial Portion of Supersonic Nozzle 

In Fig. 6, be]ow, points 2 Rnd 4 are atn shown in 

the physical and hodograph planes. 

u- 

a) Hodoraph Plane b) Physical Plane 

Fig. 6 Hodoraph and Physical Plenes-Il 
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As in the solutl.on for' point 3, the kno"t .n1tta1 

conditions are the vaues 01' U V, X, and y at point 2. 

In addition, two bouncThry coriditl.one ar known; namely 

that V and y ar each eçu to zero at point 4. Eployin 
the same steps that were used In detcrrnInn the initial 
hodoraph characteristic nope between points i .nd 3, 

El. 42.4 may be used to deterrnthe the Blope (epproximately) 

between pointe 2 and 4 and thus locate point 4 approxi- 

inately in the hodoraph plane. flj. 42.4 then IveB the 

hodora:h characteristie slopee at point 4 (approximately) 

and the slopea at pointe 2 and 4 are cveraed and thia 

average elope i used to compute a new location for point 
4 ori the hodograph plane. This iteration process is 

cöntlnued until the successivey-cornputed values of the 

hodog.raph-pine characteristic B10ps at point 4 differ 

by an arbitrarily amafl amount. When point k is ocnted 

on the hodoraph plane, Ej. 41 may be used to compute 

the ph;sical plane characteristic slopes at pointe 2 

and ¿, Rnd the average of thec siope used to locate 

point 4 on the ph:,rsical pne. 

Returning again to the sample noz)e, Fig. 7, 

below, is a repetition of Fig. 5 with the addition of 

a computation point (5) located aong the nozzle 

bound ary. 



Ftc, 7 Initial Portion of' Supersonic Nozzie 

Figure 8, below, shoe points and 5 sketched in the 
phs1ca ind hodoraph p)anes. 

i 

a) Hodograph Plane 

Ir 7 
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b) Physica Piare 
Fig. 8 Hodoraph and Physici Planes-III 

The 2ohltion for a point (such as 5) alone the 
nozzle boundary is different from the enera point (3) 

and nozzle centerJine point (4) solutions in that the 
phisica Rrld hodograph planes must be .olved sinul- 
tanec'uey. Th va:IuCE of u, V, X, an y at point i serve 
as te initial data for locating point 5 in the physical 
and hoor?.ph planes. To begin, the value of dy/dx at 
oint i nsy be coruted using Eqs. 41, 25, nrid ithr 

26 or 27.2. The co'nputed vajue ot dy/dx, the known 

vnlui of' x and y at pr,int 1, nd the known equation 
of the nozzle wnfl. serve to loote point 5 (pproximate1) 
ir) the physical pi'ne. 



bince the nozzle wall is »ìlso a streamline, we 

may say that 

(v/u)5 (tan e)5 (y')5 . (46) 

Equation 46, combined with the known equation of the 

nozzle wall and the known (approximately) value of y 

at point 5 serve to determine (v/u)5 approximately. 

Usthg Eqs. 42.4 and 25 and either Eq. 26 or Eq. 27.2 

the slope of the hodograph-plane characteristic at point 

i may be computed. This slope and the approxtmately. 

known value of v/u at point 5 serve to approximately 

locate point 5 in the hodograph plane either numerically, 

or graphically as shown in Fig. 8a. 

ith u and V approximated at point 5, the value of 

(dy/dx) may be computed rt point 5 from Eqs. 41, 25, 

and either 26 or 27.2. This value of dy/dx may be 

averaged with the value of dy/dx at point i to give 

new average slope of the physic1-plane characteristic 

which may then be used for computing a new location 

for point 5 in the physical plane. The calculations are 

now repeated as many times a necessary to make the 

difference between successively-computed values of the 

physical-plane characteristic slopes at point 5 arbi- 

trarily small. 

In Fig. 9, below, additional computational points 

are shown in the physical plane, and are numbered in the 
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order in which they are computed. 

Fig. 9 Computation Pointa in the Physical Plane 

Points 3 and I serve ft8 initial-data points for computthg 

the values of u, V, x, and y at point 6. From these 

known values at point 6, poInt 7 may be located in 

both the physical and hodogra'ph planes. From points 5 

and 3, point 8 may be found. From points 8 and 6 

point 9 may be found. Thus the physical- and hodograph- 

plane characteristic curves are built up step by step 

until the flow pattern Is completely determined through- 

out the region of Interest. As the physical plane 

solution progresses, a systematic network of com- 

putation points la formed, afld this network may be called 

the physical plane characteristic 8tmll*rly the 

network that develops in the hodograph plane may be called 

the hodograph plane characteristic net. 

Recalling the definitions of Family I and Family II 

Mach waves given in Fig. 1, it may be seen that the Mach 

wave of Figure 9 containing poInta 17 through 21 is a 
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Family I wave. Similarly, the wqve containinp- points 

12 through 16 la another Family I Mach wve, and the 

wave containing points 7, 10, 4, l, and 22 is a 

Family II wave. It may be seen from Fig. 9 that the 

computtions are arranged to proceed dow'nwRrd aong 

successive Family I Mach wsves. It is not necessary to 

build up the characteristic net in this particular 

order, but we will later see tht the final answers 

that are desired from the numerical calculations are 

the values of u, V, x, and y a)oní a particular Family I 

Mach wave, so that it is certathl.r more loica1 to build 

up the chqractertstic net in this order than in any 

other. Also, this order of performinE the computationa 

Is as convenient as any from the vieroint of cnmputer 

pro'ramming. 

We have seen that the solutions of the phystcl- 

and hodo:raphpl;ne characteristic equations are built 

up step by aten from a number of inittal-dats points. 

The velocities t these initial points must he found 

by some method other than the method of chracterlsticí. 

The initial data values used In the present problem 

were computed using a s)ihtly modified form of a 

method due originally to Sauer (7, vol. 2, p. 830-833). 

The modlfictIons made to Sauerta method consisted 

of 1ncludin; more terms in the infln5te-seriee 
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repr'aentattori of the veloctty potential, Ø, and of 

using one-dimencional flow equations to determine the 

fluid acceleration alonz the nozzle centerflne near 

the sonic point, rather than the irbitrary method based 

on throat wall curvature which $aur used. 

Since the method of charRcteristios approximates 

the continuous characteristic curves by a series of 

straht-line etepi, it follows thnt when the size of 

these individual steps is decreased, the overall 

solution becomes more accurte, From Fie, 9, we see 
thRt when two initil date pointe (1, 2) are used, there 

are L'ive (e.g. 12-16) computational pointa a)ong each 

Family I Mach wave. More enera]1y, to provide n 

computation pointe lon each Facniy I wave, it may be 

shown that (n - 1)/2 initial data points are required. 
In the dl-ital computer trorarn applied to the 

presert nozzle-design problems fifteen computation 
points are used along each Faintl'r I 1ach line, and thus 

seven initial-dats points are required. The program is 

arranged so that it is relatively easy to vary the number 

of computation pointe to meet the requirements of 

prob)ens that call either for 'sore speed or more accuracy. 

Figure 10, beThw, shows a schematic alcetch of the 

nozzle to be deined, with the physica2-p.enc character- 

istic net sketched in. 
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Fig. 10 Schematic Sketch of Designed Nozzle 

G 
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For the Bake ol' clarity, the noz1e drawn in F'i. )O 

has ony two Initial-data points (A, , ) and thus five 

computation potntB (e.g. N, 1, 2, 3, P) along each 

Famfly I Mach line. Point Q on the nozzle boundary 

marks the location of the nozzle geometric throat. 

The shape of the nozzle wall between points M 

and N I.e arbitrary. If the curvature of this portion 

of' the nozzle wall is increased,the initial rate of 
expansion of the flow is correspondin1y increased, 

and vice versa. thce we are primarily intereeted 

in the fact that the flow ta expanding, and only 

secondarily interested in the rate of exprision, the 

curve to be used for the initial portion of the nozz1e 

wafl is a matter of peronìl choice. 

We have already noted that the physical- and 

hodoraph-plane characteristic eQuations must be íolved 

simultaneously in order to compute points located aon 

the nozzle boundary. ThUS il' we pick a eimpe eauation 
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to describe the no77e between points M and N, the 

calculation of these wall points will he simpflfied. 

One of the easiest equations to solve that also representa 

a reasonable wl shape is r parbol, and since 

Sauer's initial-data iethod is also based on a parabolic 

wall shpe in the neihborhood of the throat, the 

parabola 

y = 1 + .03 x2 (47) 

has been used to represent the shape of the arbitrary 

portion of (he nozzle wall (the portion between points 

M and N). The origin of the coordinate syeten! for Eq. 47 

is placed at the center of the eoanetric throat. 

1e recall Eq. 42.4, the differential euation 

ivin the (two-dimensional flow) sThpes of the hodopraph 

characteristics as 

uy 
(dv/du)1, II: 

.jM2 i 
V 2 (42.1;) 

i -(i) 

where(dv/du).T. the form having the negative sign 

before the radical and vice versa. It is apparent from 

this equation that whenever the y-component of velocity, 

V, approaches the local sonic speed, e, the denominRtor 

of E:. 42.4 appro.che zero, and dv/du approiches 

infinity. Since are intere8ted in Mach numbers and 

flow angles, e (see FiE. 2) large enouEh thnt V will 
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approach and evefl exceed c, and since the diitR1 
computer used for this prob1m cannot soave ny division 
probJem with cuotient of one or reEtter, q. 42.4 is 

inverted nd soved for the quantlt.y du/dv. The 

differential equatIon of the hodoraph-p1ne sops is thu8 

I - (v/c)2 (du/dv)1 ii = uv'c2 ; IM2 - (48) 

where (du/dv)1 te the form of . 14 having th9 

negative n1n before the rdica1 and vice versa. 

In Fig. il, beow, sketches are shown of the 

physical-and hodograph-p)ane initial-data pcmnte (A, R) 

and the first J4 computation points numbered in the 

order ifl whic-i they are computed. 

Lk. 

'4 

9 

4 

a) Hodograph PIane 

'r 

b) Phyicii Plane 

Fig. il Order of Computing Points in 

Hodograph and Physical Planee, 

The order in which the computed points are located 

In the physical and hodograph planes has been revised 

slightly from the order shown in Fig. 9 to fit in 
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exactly with the scheme of corputtn from top to bottom 

of uccess1ve Fam1y I Mach waves (Fig. 11 b). Alao 

th axes of the bodoraph plane (Ftp. 11 a) have beer 

interchanged to a5ree with . 48. Referring to Ft. Ub 
and especially to the Family I Mach lines contathin 
pointa 5-9 and 10-14 it may bc seen that owretram of line 
5-9 all the Family I waves hve the same number of 
computetion points. This systematic arrangement 
simplifies the comDuter programming required. 

Recalling the deacrtption ivn earcr of how 
the numerical solutions of the physical- and hodoraph- 
plane characteristic equations are built up step by 

step, and rFterring to Fig. 11 b, we see that nol.nt 5 

is used as initial data only for computing point 6, 

so that :hen the velues of u, y, x, and y are computed 

at point 0, these va)ues may te stored in the computer 
memory locations that formerly held the values of u, 

V, X, .nd y pt point 5. Similarly, the computa values 

of u, V, X, nd y at point Il may be stored in the 
momcry locations thAt hcld these quartities for pott 6 
when the preceding Famil: I wave was being computed. 

In similar fachion the quantities u, y, x, aod y at 
points 2, 13, and 14 are stored in the ioctions that 

held the v1ue of these quantities t ptnta 7, 8, and 

9 respectiveli, whi!e the Family I Mach wave ccnnectlng 

Lolnte 5-9 was beine. computed. We see, then,that the 



Computer works wtti ony two Farn1y I Mach lines .t 

a tIìe. The prorar te .trranged ao that (for exarnple) 

the valuers of u, 'i, x, md y at point 6 are typed out 

before the valuers of the same variables at point i are 
stored In the locations that the poInt 6 variab)ee 

formerly occupied. Thus the valuers of u, y, x, nd y 

at every point in the chiracter1stIc net are known when 

the problem Is flnisned, but th valuers of u, V, x, and 

y at only a few of these points are in the computer's 

memory at a given time. 

Referring to Pie. Il, and coneiderin the points 

1, 4, 9, :14, etc. on both the phyeicl and hodograph 

planos, we see that the velocity (and thus Mach number) 

Increases at each successIve intersectIon of a Family I 

Mach wave tnd the axis of symmetr'. Event.ually the 

desired desn Mech number will be reached at one of 

these intersectIons, nd t that point (P, for exarip!e, 

In Fie. lo) the numerical portion of the nozzle-deapn 
procedure is cop)etrsd, snd the final, raphtctl, portion 

of the desIgn procedure tray he started. 

3uppoe that the Mach number at point P of FIE. 10 

is thc deired finan Mach number for the nozzle being 

desIne. Alone the Famfly I wave N, 1, 2, 3, P; f ivo 

paIrs of values of x and y (at points N, , 2, 3, P) 

wi1 have been computed, so that there five poït may 
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be located on the ph,'sical plane. Also, in the process 
of locating points N, 1, 2, 3, P on the physical plane, 

the physical-plane characteristic elopeB (the opes of 

the Family I and Famt)y II Mach waves) will have been 
computed at these five points. Thus the Famitv II Mach 

waves 1-4, 2-5, 3-6, and P-C mayr be drrn in extending 
upiard and to the right from points 1, 2, 3, and P 

as shown. Knowing u and y at points 1, 2, nd 3, we 

may (see Fie. 2) determine the values of e at these 

three points. 

In supersonic flow, Mach waves are lines of 

constant fluid properties, so that the vaJue of e aH 
aJong line l-4 of Fig. 10 must be the same as the value 

of e at point 1. 8irnilarly, Rlon the Mach lines 2-5 

and 3-6 the values of' O are con8tant nd ecua) to the 

values of O at points 2 and 3, respectively. At point 
P, on the axis of symmetry, e o, and thus O aleo must 

be equal to zero at point C. 

The final step in the nozzle-design procedure, then, 
is to fair in the curve N-4-5-6-C which eatisfiea the 

slope requirement t ench intersection with one of the 

Family II Mach waves. 

The preceding discussion of how the computed values 
of u, y, x, y, and (dy/dx)11 along line N-P may be used 

to raphically complete the nozzle design is equall'ï 

applicable to ny of the computed Family I 4ach waves 
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between (and includtn) lines D-E and N-P. Thus if 

there are a total of n computed Family I waves (including 

wves D-E and N-P), n nozzles may be designed for n 

different Mach numbers. 

If Eq. 48 for the hodograph-plane characteristic 

slope of Family I is divided by Eq. 41 for the physical- 

plane characteristic slope of' Family II, we find that 

(du/dv/(dy/dx) -1 . (49,1) 

Similarly, lt may be shown that 

(du/dv)11/(dy/dx) -1 . (49.2) 

We see that the physical- and hodograph-plane 

characteristic slopes of opposite family are negatively 

equal (for two-dimensional flow only). This relationship 

is later used to simplify the computations which are 

required. 

Referring to Fig. 11 b it may be noted that three 

separate computation programe are required for the 

digital computer in order to carry out the numerical 

portion of the total solution. The first progrmi'. 

required io one used to solve a point such as the one 
numbered 10 in Fig. 11 b, where a Family II Mach wave 

is reflected from the nozzle wall back into the nozzle 
flow field. The program used to compute these points 

will hereafter be called the upper wall propram. 



Points such as those numbered 11, 12, rind 13 in 

Fig. 11 b are a 

arid the program 

be known as the 

used to compute 

centerline will 

proçram. 
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11 computed using the sane equ'ttons, 

for solving these equations will hereafter 

general interior program. The program 

a point auch as 9 along the nozzle 

hereafter be called the lower wall 

ketchea which help illustrate the solution of 

the characteristic equations at one of the general- 

interior points are shown in Fig. 12 below. 

a) Hodograph Plane b) zriysical Plane 

Fig. 12 Jiodogj'aph arid Physical Planee - IV 

The characteristic slopes in the hodograph plane are 

abbreviated by the letter rn and the phyatcal-plane 

characteristic slopes are denoted by the letter L 
Ii and i are the averaged slopes between two points on 

the hodograph and physical planes respectively. 

The term m refers to the form of Eq. 48 having the 

positive sign before the radical arid vice versa. The 

term l refers to the form of Eq. 41 having the negative 
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sign before the radical and vice versa. 

Referring to Fig. 12 a, we have, from the formulas 

of analytic geometry, 

u2-u3 (v2-v3) (50.1) 

and u2-u1 - (va- y1) (50.2) 

where = ( rnj m3 ) and rn (m1Th- m) 

Equations 50.1 and 50.2 may be solved simultaneously 

to give the following solutions for the quantities v 

and u2: 

(u1-v1)_ (u3-v3) 
v2 (51) 

(52) u2 

For the physical plane, we may write, again from 

analytic geometry: 

y2_y3i(x2_x3) (53.1) 

and y2 - y1 f (x2 - x1) (53.2) 

where 1 (1+ 1) and 1 = (1 + 12) , 

3-(m+ m) (m ìn) 

Equations 53 may be solved simultaneously to give: 
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x2... (yl- x1)_(y3_i x3) 

- 1- 

and 1 (y1_i x1)-T (y3_1 x3) 
(5c) Y2 

All the equations necessary for so)vl.ng one of the 

genera interior points are now available--if we ire 

interested in the flow of a perfect gas. Not yet 

deterii1ned, however, is the necessary function reinting 

the enthalpy and sonic speed for a semi-p.3rfect ras. 

For a given stagnation ternperture nd final Mach 

number, perfect-gas relations may be used to determine 

the temperature range involved in n prt1.cular nozzle 

flow problem, exactly for a perfect s, and closely for 

a semi-perfect ns. 

Over the computed ternper&ture rnr'e values of the 

enthalpy, h, and the ratio of specific heats, k, may 

be read directly from Ref. 3 for severil gses (including 

hyirogen, which was used in this problem) with temperature 

as the independent variable. Knowing k and T, 19 

may be used to compute the sonic speed for any given 

temperature, and a curve mny be plotted of the rclntion 
between h and 2 A sketch of the resulting curve shape 

for hydrogen is shown in Fig. 13 below. 
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Fig. 13 Relition Between thapy and 

Sonic Speed for Hydrogen 
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A first tternpt to fit this curve m.de use of singe 
second-degree polynomial. The computed curve reed 

with the plotted values fairly well, the rreateet 

measured discrepancy representing an error of slightly 

less than one per cent. 

Over the temperAture range involved in the curve 

of Fie. 13, k for hydroen varies approximately s'ven 

per cent. when we consider that the change in k over 

the Mach number range of interest (M= i to ? ) 

is one measure of the difference between hydrogen con- 

aidered a perfect gas, and hydrogen consic'ered a semi- 

perfect :as, it becomes apparent that a curve-fitting 
error of nerly one per cent is not acceptable. 

Thus the C2 versus h curve was subsequenty fitted wIth 

three separate accond-deEree curves. This mí'thod kept 

the curve-fitting error under one-hundredth of a 

per ct, which wis considered acceptable. The final 

equation used to relate h and c2 Is thus 
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ar #b h -c h2 where n 1, 2, 3 . (56) 

The desl.gn nozzle shape for tven ?4ch number 

may be expected to change not only when chenginp from 

a perfect ga to a semi-perfect gas, but ilso Whenever 

T0 is changed for a semi-perfect sas. For when T0 te 

changed, the as in a given Mach number nozzle passes 

through a different range of temperatures, and thus 

experiences differert values of c, C, and k, which 

affect the characteristic equations used in determining 

the nozzle shape. 

All the ejuations necessary to sove a general 
interior point re now av.silable, nd these euatton 

are collected below. 

(u1- i y1) - (u3- y3) 
(51) 

u2 (u1-v1)-(u3-v3) 
( 52) 

v22= u224.-v22 (57) 

h2h0-V22/2 (25) 

C22,,, h2 (k - 1) EPerfect Gas) (26) 

c22.. a4bfl h2- c1 h,2 (Semi-Perfect. Gas)(56) 



2 (2102)2 (58) 

uy/o2 _/M2_ 1 
(48) 

1- (/)2 
(48) 

uy/o2 - 3. 

. 
(59.1) 

new old 

C- m24 (59.2) 
nw old 

(60) 

x2. (y_? x1)_(y3_ix3) (54) 

ii-- 1 

Y2r1 Cy1-?xj x3) (55) 

Ytgw'e 14, below, ehowe the relations involved in 

solving tar a point along the upper wall. 
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a) Hodor-ph Plane b) Phys1.c.1 P3ie 

Fig. .4 Hodograph and Phyeical Planes-V 

From Fig. 4, e see that 

Y2-Y314 (x2-x3) (53.1) 

The equation of the upper wrl1 is 

yl4.C3 X22 (47) 
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Equations 53.1 and 47 may be solved s utneouely for 

x2, gtvin the result (after substituting n for 1 ): 

X2... .12 (i x3+y3-1). (61) 

.06 

Knowledge of the value of x2 does not ic1 us in finding 

either up or V2 drectIy, but it wl.fl deter'iìlne the 

rtto V2/u2, by the re1t.1.on: 

Y2' .06x2 tan e v2/u2 . (46) 

From FtE. 7a we h've thT relation 
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u2u3J (v2-v3) (50.fl 

This equation has two unknowns (u2 and y2) 's it atnds, 
but may be rearranged to gives 

V3 -U3 
(62) 

m* (v2/u2) - i 

Equation 62 may be solved dtrecty for u2. All the 

equations necessary to solve a point along the upper 

wall are now available. Thee' necessary equations ore: 

Eqs. 6l 46, 62, 57, 25, 2 or 56, 58, 59.1, 5°.2 
and 60. 

Figure 15, beo'., shows the relations thot re 

involved when so1vtnr for a point along the lower wal, 

u- 

a) Hodograph Plane b) Physica! Plane 

Fig. 15 Hodofraph and Physical Plane8 - VI 

Since e know that V and y are each equal to zero 

a1on the lower wall, solution of a lower wall point is 
especially simple, For the hodograph plane, we write 
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from Ft. ISa, 

U2_U].m (v2-v) (50.2) 

or u2 u1 - y1. (63) 

For the phv8ical plano, from Fly. lSb, we have 

Y2-:1' (x2- x1) (53.2) 

or X2X+ y1/ii. (64) 

At the lower wa, the hodograph-pane characteristic 
eouatthne are rt1so simpler than for the Eeneral interior 
or upper.'-wafl cases. They are tven by: 

i , (6.1) 

m 
+\JM22_ i (65.2) 

Also, at the lower wall, the terme is not conputed, 

since it wound he identical to the velue of . The 

term lEi ta thus Liven by 

E\ (66) 

rather than by E. 60, which te used for the upper wall 

and general interior programs. 



The eautions uEed to 1ve Iower-wa1 pol.rt are 

thus Fs. 63, 64, 65.1, 65.2 57, 25, 26 or 6, SP, 59.1, 

and 66. 

Xri Fig. 16, (p. 4.), Is shown a bThck-dIpran 

of the dIgit1 computer program required for solving the 

lower-wall ch'racterictIc equations for both the 

physical and hodoraph planes. 

Block diagrams for thc enera1-irterior and upper 

wall prorame may be constructed that re sImI1r to the 

lower-wall block diagram of FiE. 16. Although these 

other block diagrams rre considerbly longer than the 
diagrari of Fig. 6, they are built up on the same 

principle--that of solving the required equations in 

any ogica1 order whIch eflvilnates dupltctIon -'f cov'utthg 

effort. 
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m2 - - VM22 - 1

J
m2+ " - ^2

I
lei - \m2~ - ra2~" \ old value of nu -

new old value of m0 from the
J previous iteration

(ra-f +• m2" )/2 = or

"iir v^ = au

I
\^~ & a- arbitrary small constant

i
Jump ahe-xd if lei-**- 0
Jump back if Ie| - a > 0

—1|
K+ + rc2 ^/2 * ra+

J
y1/m+ « ax

I
X^ + A X = X2

Fig. 16 Block Diagram of Lower-Wall

Digital Computer Program



RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Ori pase 31 tt WB stated that eeven initial data 

;.o1nta were used for the numertc1 portions of both the 

perfect ae and semi-perfect as nozzle deetgn solutlonß. 

The choice of this p'rticu1r number of tnittai data ootnts 

was not trbttrary, but was utded by the dIBCU8SIOnB of 

Ref. 7, chapter 15. It may be noted that the scheme of 

including a constant number of computation points a1on 

each Mach wave 1ves a fine characteristics mesh in the 

ner-sonic flow region near the throat of the nozzle. As 

pointed out in Ref. 7, pase 497, the accuracy of an entire 

characteristics solution can he considerably improved by 

usine a small mesh size near Mach nu'nber' unity, where the 

slopes of the characteristics vary rapidly with Mach 

number, and approach infinity. 

After choosing the number of computation points 

to be used along each Mach wave, arid selectin- the desired 

exit Mach number, the total number of' computation points 

that will be needed in either the perfect gas or semi- 

perfect gas solution may be estimated. In the present 

case, it was estimated that about two hundred computation 

points would be required in the numerical portion of each 

of the two solutions. 

A few trial solutions of the characteristic 

equations on a desk calculator showed that, with Iteration, 
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over an hour wa required to solve the characteristic 

equations with stiefactory accuracy (less thqn 1 error) 

for one computation point. The estimated tota of four 

hundred computation ¡.oints thus made the use of Oregon 

8tate's Aiwac 111.-E medium-speed ditta) computer seem 

advisable. Actually, 544 computation points were solved 

in reaching the perfect gas solution and 559 in reaching 

the semi-perfect gac soution. 

It was intended to compute the data necessary for 

designing nozzles which old .ive uniform, paraflel, 
Mach 5.0 exit flow of hydrogen. For the aaaunptbn of & 

perfect gas, k1.35, and of a semi-perfect gas, kk(T), 

This oa1 of designing two Mach 5.0 nozzles wa not 

realized. The Aiwac ic desiEned for principal use as 

a fixed decimal point machine, which means that all 

equations that are programmed on the Aiwac must be scaled 

ø that the computer never has to deal with s number eual 

to or larger than some constant, which in the present case 

was 1.000----. 

Just as it is difficult to determine in advance how 

many computation points will be In the final characteristic 
nets, it IB also difficult to determine just how 1°rge 

some of the quantities in the computations will be, and 

in both the perfect gas and semi-perfect gaa crmputatIone 

the computer stopped due to overloading (one of the 

intermediate addition processes gave a sum greter than 
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i.000---- when the flow reached a Mach number in the 

neighborhood of' 3.7. 

Referrth to FIE. 10, pa'e 32, arid the CIISCUSB1OflB 

of pages 36 and 37, lt is seen that the Mach number t 

point P In Fig. io determinee the nozzle deEin exit 

Mach number. As stated er1ier, both the perfect and the 

semi-perfect as computations stopped near Mach 3.7. The 

data from the last complete set of fifteen computation 

points in the semi-perfect gas cse were used to design 

a nozzle for uniform, paraflel flow t M3.69l, and the 

data from the next-to-last complete set of fifteen cofl- 

putation oints in the perfect gas case were used to design 

a nozzle giving uniform, para]le flow at M3.693. 

Although these Mach numbers are not identical, lt Tray be 

shown thiìt the effect of any interpolation used to eaualize 

the des1rn 4ach numbers would be )ost in the graphical 

portion of the solution. 

In Fig. 17, page 56 are shown the perfect and semi- 

perfect as nozzle design wall contours. It is apparent 

that there is only a smafl difference in shape between 

the nozzles designed for the two gases. For an appli- 

cation such as a rociet engine nozzle, where weight con- 

siderations would dictate a nozzle much shorter than 

those shown, we may concude that the re1nernent of 

accounting for k vrlation with temperature is not necessary. 

For a supersonic wind tunnel nozzle, however, effort is 
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made to use as accurte deal.gn method as çoesible, and 

In thie case the k vir1atin should be taken into account. 

In the present probene, both the perfect nd semi- 

perfect jas r1o's were considered to originate from 

etaEnation conditions of 50000 R and 700 pat. These 

values of pressure and temperature were considered to be 

typical for an advanced rocket engine thrust chamber. It 

should be noted thst, as the stagnrition temperature is 

lowered, the difference in shape between the equal Mach 

number perfect and semi-perfect gas nozzles wili be reduced. 

This is because the k variation that causes the difference 

in shape for the two nozzles becomes less pronounced at 

the lower temperatures. The stagnation pressure is of 

interest from the standpoint of determining whether the 

fluid of int.erest wifl d.ssociate or not. For the present 

problems, data of Ref. 8 were used to determine that 

hydrogen does not dissociate within the pressure and 

temperature ranges involved. 

Different sets of initial data were used for the 

perfect gas and semi-perfect gas solutions, That is, the 

locations of the initial data points are identic in the 

physical plane for both cases, but the vRlues of the 

initial velocities are different. This follows from the 

fact that, for equal stagnation temperatures, the sonic 

speeds are different for the two gases, because of the 

differences in k. 
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It WaB stated ori pape 37 that the final step in the 

nozze destri procedure ta to draw in the curve N-4-5-6-C 

(Fig. :io, pa.e 32). It was orI1.na11y intended to ue a 

flexible spline held by lead drafting ducks to fair in 

the final nozzle wall contour8. When the graphical portl.onB 

of the two nozzle deins werg carried out, hoever, it 
was found that fairin a smooth nozzle wafl. curve by 

hand would leave too much room for inaccurate matching 

of the computed and drawn nozzle w.11 slopes. Thus the 

nozzle walls were actunfly drawn in as a series of chords, 

using a drafting machine. This method enabled accurate 

tneasure'nent of the nozzle wal siopei to within 2'. 
Referring to Fig. 10 'ain as an exape, the chord fr',m 

N to 4 was drawn in with the average elopes of points 

N nd 4. The chord from 4 to 5 was next drawn in hvin 
te vrge of the slopes at points 4 and . These steps 

were repeated until the nozzle wail shape was completely 

determined. 

As a check ori the overall accuracy of the numerical 

and graphica) design, we can compare the theoretical and 

measured area rqtios, Aextt/Athroat of the perfect gas 

nozzle. The îeaeured area ratio, for !4.3.693 is 9.52, 

and the computed area rutio, with k= 1.35 is 9.46. ThIs 

small difference in area ratio (0.6%) gives confidence that 
both the numerical and graphical portions of the nozzle 

design procedure were carried out correctly. 
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The effect of the inttlal wall curvature ori designed 

nozzl shape can be checked with the present computer 

program, although some ateratlon of the upper-wafl por- 

tion of the program would he necessary. Also, lt is 
relativeiy easy to vry the number of lnitla data points. 

and thus also vary the number of computation pointa aong 

each Mach wave, and check the effect upon öesigned nozzle 

shapes of the characteristics mesh size. 

It is unfortunate th9t one of the intermediate 

computation processes in the general interior portion of 

the program happened to be scaled Buch that the computer 

was overloaded before the desired firia Mach number, 5.0, 

was reached. 6lnce the effects of k vsriatlori on the 

designed semi-perfect gas nozzJe shape are cumulative, we 

would expect the shape vir1stion In 'Tach 5.0 perfect and 

semi-perfect gas nozzles to be even Ere'ter than the 

variation in the Mach 3.7 nozzles. It is quite possible 

that the Mach 5.0 variation would be large enough that the 

attemert onde earlier about k-vrltion effects not being 

important in rocket-nozzle desi&ri would have to be 

retracted. 



Fig. 17 Design Nozzle Wall Contours 

iJpper curve: Semi-Perfect Gas 
Lower curve: Perfect Gas 

Ui 
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